April 1989, 30 pages, $1.25
Existing plan-based theories of speech act interpretation do not account for the conventional aspect of speech acts. We use patterns of linguistic features (e.g., mood, verb form, sentence adverbials, thematic roles) to suggest a range of speech act interpretations for the utterance. These are filtered using plan-based conversational implicatures to eliminate inappropriate ones. Extended plan reasoning is available but not necessary for familiar forms. Taking speech act ambiguity seriously, with these two constraints, explains how Can you pass the salt? is a typical indirect request while Are you able to pass the salt? is not.
TR 288 Linguistic and Pragmatic Constraints on Utterance Interpretation
Hinkelman, E. A. Ph.D. Thesis, May 1990, 159 pages, $5.25 To model how people understand language, it becomes necessary to understand not only grammar and logic, but also how people use language to affect their environment. This area of study is known as natural language pragmatics. Speech acts, for instance, are the offers, promises, announcements, and so on that people make by talking. The same expression may be different acts in different contexts, and yet not every expression performs every act. We want to understand how people are able to recognize each other's intentions and implications in saying something. Previous plan-based theories of speech act interpretation do not account for the conventional aspect of speech acts. They can, however, be made sensitive to both linguistic and propositional information. This document presents a method of speech act interpretation that uses patterns of linguistic features (e.g., mood, verb form, sentence adverbials, thematic roles) to identify a range of speech act interpretations for the utterance. These are then filtered and elaborated by inferences about agents, goals, and plans. In many cases the plan reasoning consists of short, local inference chains (that are in fact conversational implicatures), and extended reasoning is necessary only for the most difficult cases. The method is able to accommodate a wide range of cases, from those that seem very idiomatic to those that must be analyzed using knowledge about the world and human behavior. It explains how Can you pass the salt? can be a request while Are you able to pass the salt? is not.
RPRS is a hierarchial plan recognition system built within the RHET knowledge representation system. It provides a powerful system for plan recognition based on the algorithms of Kautz with the general reasoning capabilities of RHET. RPRS takes special advantage of RHET's type relations, constraints, equality and contextual reasoning abilities. It is also intended as a demonstration of the RHET programming and knowledge representation systems hybrid reasoning capabilities. Utilizing the Lisp ~nterface to Rhet, RPRS allows the user to use the Rhet-structured-type system to build plan types, and given some observation or set of observations have RHET derive the set of plans that are consistent with these observations. Since RPRS includes the TEMPOS specialize.d reasoner for RHET, steps and observations can have reference to time intervals, and/or be temporally constrained with respect to one another.
There has been significant work in the last decade on the processing of discourse for modeling two-person extended dialogues, story and text understanding, and extended question answering systems. While there has been important progress in the use of world knowledge in language interpretation, the use of plan-based models of language (e.g., speech act planning), models of reference and focus, and models of discourse structure itself, work in each area has not been related to work in the other areas. No one has determined how individual processing techniques can be combined to form a fully functional discourse system. Some suggestions on the organization of discourse have arisen recently, and while showing promise, have not been explored in enough detail for an actual application. This report describes an architecture for discourse systems that allows the integration of many different processing modules. It also describes an initial set of modules that have been implemented and tested using the architecture.
ARMTRAK is a m!icro-world, based on the control of model trains, designed to integrate work in natural language, planning, vision, and robotics. The primary advantage of the domain is that it provides examples that involve few objects but require sophisticated analysis. Because they involve few objects, the complex reasoning required is not intractable. On the ,other hand, more objects can be introduced to study techniques for tractable reasoning. Simple and complex examples in the same domain allow work at different levels to take place simultaneously. As a planning domain, ARMTRAK allows exercising planners in a real-time domain about which the planner has only imperfect knowledge. As a domain for natural language research, it allows research into the grounding of language in real situations and the problem of coordinating the behavior of agents through language. As a domain for active vision research, it is challenging because it requires extracting information whose parameters cannot be completely specified beforehand. Two implementations of ARMTRAK have been developed: a simulation and a version using the Rochester Robot. The simulation allows work on real.-time planning, and a robot version shows the feasibility of a real 'working system based on model trains.
We would like to build story understanding systems that are transparent, modular, and exte, nsible. To this end, we have been working on a new logical approach to narrative understanding that features a GPSG-style grammar and an episodic logic with probabilistic inference rules. The grammar represents phrase structure and the relationship between phrase structure and logical form in a modular, explicit form. The logical representation allows propositional attitudes, unreliable generalizations, and other nonstandard constructs, providing a uniform, transparent knowledge representation for both the explicit content of stories and for the background knowledge needed to understand them. It makes systematic use of episodic variables in the representation of episodic sentences, using these to capture temporal and causal relationships. The rules of inference include probabilistic versions of deduction rules resembling forward and backward chaining rules in expert systems. These can be used for predictive, explanatory, and simulative inference. We illustrate our approach with nontrivial grammar fragments (including semantic rules), and with an extended example of forward-chaining inference based on a sentence from Little Red Riding Hood. A pilot implementation is able to make many (though not all) of the inferences we describe. The term semantic nets, in its broadest sense, has become virtually meaningless. It is applied to systems that, as a class, lack distinctive representational and computational properties vis-a-vis other knowledge representation (KR) schemes. This terminological problem is not due to lack of substance or coherence of work done under the semantic net banner. Rather, it is due to convergence of the major KR schemes: the representational and computational strategies employed in semantic net systems are abstractly equivalent to those employed in virtually all state-of-the-art systems incorporating a substantial propositional knowledge base, whether they are described as logic-based, frame-based, rule-based, or something else. In particular, I will argue that using a graph-theoretic propositional representation does not automatically distinguish it from others: even sets of PC formulas, abstractly viewed, are graphs. Nor is proximity-based inference (using graph-theoretic distance) automatically distinctive, since even resolution strategies (with reasonable indexing schemes) are proximity-based in the abstract; nor its hierarchic property inheritance any longer distinctive, given its availability in state-of-the-art logic-based, frame-based, and rule-based systems. So I urge some more restrictive, and hence more meaningful use of the term semantic nets than is the current practice.
The following new papers are available on request from:
The This paper provides a brief overview of the main developments in recent work on grammatical frameworks, covering transformational, "monostratal," lexicalist, and unification-based approaches. Among the topics touched on are syntax-semantics interaction, the interpretation of grammar formalisms, the lexicon, grammar and computation, and some prospects for future research in the area. An extensive bibliography is provided. In this paper we investigate various criteria that bear on the choice of computational architectures for text processing. The principle role of the computational or colgnitive architecture is to provide mechanisms for inference. In the study of text processing two forms of inference are fundamental, (i) the implicit elaborative inferences required for interpretation and (ii) explicit inferences that can be the subject of a text. We suggest that the decision of what architecture to employ in accounting for these inferential modes cannot be made a priori. We argue that classical cognitive architectures based on logic and proof theory although eminently suited to (ii) fail to provide tractable theories of (i), while more recent proposals like PDP (Rumelhart and McClelland, 19861) and classifier systems (Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett and Thagard, 1986) , seem to offer new insights into (i) while leaving (ii) untouched. We examine the computational issues involved in a review of recent candidate architectures beginning at one extreme with Prolog, going through ACT and Classifier systems, ending with PDP. We then examine the empirical work from verbal reasoning tasks involving conditional and syllogistic reasoning in arguing that the grounds upon which to choose between architectures are largely a posteriori and empirical and moreover indicate that satisfactory explanations of this data must invoke both (i) and (ii). In the process we shall proffer novel interpretations both of conditional reasoning experiments as being largely inductive (and hence of scant relevance to assessing our facility for logical thought:) and of Johnson-Laird's theory of syllogisms as providing a heuristic theorem prover along the lines of any other practical implementation of logic. We believe that this allows the explanatory burden for a lot of this data to be correctly located at the implementation rather than the cognitive level. Classical symbolic: computational models of cognition are at variance with the empirical findings in the cognitive psychology of memory and inference. Standard symbolic computers are well suited to remembering arbitrary lists of symbols and performing logical inferences. In contrast, human performance on such tasks is extremely limited. Standard models do not easily capture content-addressable memory or context-sensitive defeasible inference, which are natural and effortless for people. We argue that connectionism provides a more natural framework in which to model human cognition. In addition to capturing the gross human performance profile, connectionist systems seem well suited to accounting for the systematic patterns of errors observed in the human data. We take these arguments to counter Fodor and Pylyshyn's (1988) recent claim that connectionism is in principle irrelevant to psychology. This squib draws attention to the phenomenon of multiple VP ellipsis, as illustrated in the following example: "If you work hard, make the right choices and keep your nose clean, you get ahead. If you don't, you don't."
EUCCS/RP-27
We present a taxonomy of such data, pointing out that they are somewhat less rare than one might have expected. We also suggest, as a consequence, that the resolution problem for ellipsed VPs is potentially as complex as that required for nominal anaphora.
EUCCS/RP-31
Devlin on Information and Cognition Seligman, Jerry and Chater, Nick May 1989 , 16 pages, 75¢ Dretske (1981 and Barwise and Perry (1983) both aim to provide a naturalized theory of meaning and information. In his new book, Logic and Information, Keith Devlin hints at various connections between the two. In particular, he suggests that the individuation of the primitives of situation theory---objects, locations and relations---can be explained using Dretske's distinction between information carried in analog and digital form. Since situation theory claims to be a general theory of information, it should be able to express Dretske's distinction. This raises the possibility of situation theory being able to explain the individuation of its own primitives. We conclude that if the ontological burden is to be shifted, then the situation theoretic notion of constraint, rather than that of object and relation, must take the weight. In the second half of the paper, we examine more thoroughly the claim the analog/digital distinction is sufficient to capture the process by which an agent individuates the world into categories suitable for cognitive activity. We note that Dretske's account of the distinction between cognitive and noncognitive activity is relative to a number of factors that must be captured by an adequate situation theoretic treatment.
EUCCS/RP-32
Intensionality, Boundedness, and Modal Logic Morrill, Glyn May 1989, 16 pages, 75¢ In order to characterize facts about locality, the study of syntax has led to the hypothesis of boundaries and bounded domains. But from the point of view of semantics, domains already exist in the form of intensional domains. The question arises as to whether intensionality, a necessary feature of semantic theory, in fact also provides appropriate terms of reference for syntactic description.
The paper presents the associative Lambek calculus and observes that while this provides a characterization of discontinuity phenomena, it fails to capture the idea of locality, e.g. it does not distinguish between relativization, which is unbounded, and reflexivization, which is bounded. We present an intensionalisation of the Lambek calculus, and show that this provides a handle in terms of which the boundedness of reflexivization can be expressed. It is then further argued that while the combinatorics of the Lambek calculus correspond to implicational linear logic, the intensionalised calculus corresponds to a modal logic, i.e., the logical character of intensional types is the logic of necessity. Myers, Terry, Franks, Bradley, and Braisby, Nick March 1989.19 pages, 75¢ This paper explores the possibility for accounts of the semantic content of lexical entries to respect current arguments concerning coherence. We begin by outlining the tension that exists between the twin requirements on meaning, specificity, and flexibility. Then we consider the positions that we believe are characterized by Clark's (1983) description, "sense selection." In considering coherence in sense selection approaches, we rely heavily on Murphy and Medin's (1985) arguments. We claim that their arguments in favor of a theory determined account of coherence lead to the rejection of the sense selection view. We then outline our own position, one we call sense generation. We argue that specificity and EUCCS/RP-34 flexibility suggest that lexical concepts must be treated as quite specific, yet partial objects. Such lexical concepts may be extended, that is, features may be added or denied, relative to constraints provided by local theories. Such a position divorces coherence from issues of metaphysics and allows for the ,~uggestion that the process of "using words to mean" is intrinsically persp,~ctival. Following on from this general outline, we briefly discuss two views consonant with this position: Braisby (1989) and Franks (1989) . 'We illustrate these by considering examples of concept combination, such as "stone lion," "attractive dancer," and "adoptive mother."
EUCCS/RP-33 Partiality and Coherence in Concept Combination

Grammar as Logic
Morrill, Glyn
The notion of "parsing as deduction" appears to presuppose that of "grammar as logic,'" though in fact the former has largely involved embedding grammars in logics using a fragment conducive to theorem-proving. It is well known that categorial grammars take the form of implicational logics; in this case the grammar is not embedded, but simply is a logic. The paper argues that many further operations may be added to such a grammar, the result having close relations with linear logic. Thus categorical grammar emerges as the implicational fragment of a much more general logical grammar. A Prolog implementation illu,;trates applications to polymorphism, optionality, intensionality, bounded and unbounded extraction, and coordination reduction.
The paper explores the relevance for knowledge representation of Nancy Cartwright's view.,; on the organization of scientific theories. Correspondences between different types of scientific laws and KR's default rules are established, focusing on a distinction between phenomenal and fiJndamental laws. The tradeoff between truthfulness and usefulness present in scientific laws allows a new perspective on the KR tradeoff, and differing types of explanation in science carry over into KR. The crucial role of approximation in scientific inference suggests a specific type of knowledge organization, based on the notion of simulacra.
Most psycholinguistic theories have traditionally made use of the transformational grammar notions of filler and gap in explaining the processing of constructions involving extraction. On the assumption that recursive nesting of dependencies must ultimately cause processing difficulty, we show that standard analyses using gaps make incorrect predictions for a class of sentences involving pied-piping (and that alternative analyses using gaps are deficient in other respects). From this we argue that the processor establishes dependency relations between filler and subcategorizer rather than between filler and gap, and demonstrate that the use of a theory of syntax without gaps, such as a flexible categorial grammar, yields a more appropriate processing model. We show how this approach can be used to describe the processing of center-embedded constructions, and integrated with experimental results on long-distance dependencies. This paper describes the overall architecture and operation of Epicure, a natural language generation system that embodies the view that a discourse can be generated on the basis of a plan, and expanded to a level of detail commensurate with the knowledge of the hearer, resulting in the generation of a :structured discourse. The paper shows how the various components that make up the system contribute to the achievement of this goal.
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Prosodic Morphology and Constraint-Based Phonology
Bird, Steven
June 1990, 28 pages, $1.00
Unification-based grammar formalisms have been employed in the analysis of a vast range of syntactic and semantic phenomena. Applications to morphological and phonological domains have proceeded at a slower pace, largely because they have taken phonological representation to be linear. This is in stark contrast with the developments in the phonology literature over at least the last decade, where many have proposed the adoption of multilinear (or nonlinear) representations. The chief purpose of this paper is to reconcile this difference, by showing how complex hierarchical phonological structures may be represented using the descriptive vocabulary of a unification-based grammar formalism. A complementary goal is to advocate the use of computationally interpretable theories of phonology, because of the increased theoretical and empirical rigor such a shift will bring to the domain.
A unification-based approach (formalized in a decidable subset of classical first-order logic) is used in the representation of prosodic structure, where syllables are composed of moras which in turn are composed of Browman and Goldstein's (1989) articulatory gestures. Two devices, namely re-entrancy and sequencing, are employed for the representation of geminates and affricates. The main exemplification is taken from the verb paradigm of Cairene Arabic. The appendix contains an outline of (i) a feature logic for phonological description, (ii) the translation of the Arabic analysis into the logical language and (iii) a working implementation.
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Sense Generation or How to Make the Mental Lexicon Flexible Franks, Bradley and Braisby, Nick June 1990, 12 pages, 50¢
In this paper we address some key issues in the psychology of word meaning, and thereby motivate a sense generation approach to the diversity of senses that a word may have. We note that an adequate account must allow for the flexibility and specificity of senses, and must also make appropriate distinctions betwen default and nondefault senses of a word, and between different senses for vague, and ambiguous words. We then discuss two central components of a theory of sense. First, lexicons, the stable representations, in a "mental lexicon" of word meanings: second, senses, the mentally represented descriptions associated with particular uses of words. We argue that the crucial issues in accounting for the diversity of sense are: the number of lexicons we need to postulate, and the relationship between the contents of those lexicons and their associated senses. Sense selection accounts, of which we distinguish strong and weak versions, both of which find considerable support in the cognitive science literature, fail to account for the flexibility and specificity of senses in a way that is consonant with linguistic evidence regarding the ambiguity of words, and psychological evidence regarding the coherence which underlies their use. We will show how the sense generation approach, by positing a nonmonotonic relationship between lexons and their senses, respects these considerations. We sketch this approach, and finally note some of its promising implications for other aspects of word meaning.
EUCCS/RP-40
Nominal Tense Logic
Blackburn, Patrick June 1990, 18 pages, 65¢
Nominal Tense Logic is an extension of ordinary tense logic in which reference to times is possible. The mechanism used to achieve this is to introduce a second sort of propositional variable--the nominal----constrained to be true at exactly one time in any interpretation. The paper discusses the increase in expressive power thus June 1989, 147 pages, $6.00 gained (conditions such as irreflexivity and discreteness become tense logically definable), presents a number of completeness and decidability results for temporally interesting classes of frames, and briefly discusses the import of such sorted intensional languages for natural language semantics.
In this paper I will show that PP double dependencies exhibit rather different behavior than do NP dependencies. By double dependency I refer to syntactic phenomena involving a PP filler with two dependent gaps. I will deal, primarily, with the double dependency construction of parasitic gaps, and will argue first, that there are no grammatical instances of a PP filler with two PP gaps; secondly, I will argue that there are grammatical instances of a PP filler with a PP licensed gap and an NP parasitic gap, thus demonstrating the existence of something "sloppy" about filler-gap relations. I will mention, briefly, the double dependency construction of coordination and will suggest that here, unlike in parasitic gap phenomena, PP double dependencies do occur, but show a marked awkwardness in the case of extracted complements as opposed to adjuncts. I will also briefly touch on PP dependencies in headless relatives. In conclusion, I will sketch a parsing explanation for these phenomena but will offer no syntactic solution to account for the data.
The paper consists of a presentation and exploration of a number of modifications to the basic framework of HPSG as presented in Pollard and Sag (1987) . Three independent modifications are considered: the separation of subjects and other complements as argued for in Borsley (1987) ; the use of sets rather than lists to represent subcategorization requirements (alon~ with the introduction of grammatical functions to distinguish complements); and the selection by adjuncts for the heads they modify.
The "1989 Edinburgh Round Table on the Mental Lexicon" brought together participants from the U.K., Europe, and Israel. This volume collects together papers based on many of the participants' contributions. The papers emphas!ize interdisciplinary responses to problems regarding the syntax and semantics of words, and their mental representation. As a result, the papers reflect concerns in descriptive and formal linguistics, in cognitive psychology, and in philosophical and logical semantics.
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Studies in Categoriai Grammar
Barry, Guy and Morrill, Glyn (eds.) May 1990, 148 
Abstracts of Current Literature
The papers collected together in this volume are representative of work on categorial grammar that has been carried out at the Centre for Cognitive Science over the past year. Much previous work at the Centre has investigated empirical arguments for a flexible notion of categorial constituency (cf. Volume 1 of this series); phenomena such as extraction, coordination, and incremental interpretation have motivated the addition of further combinatorial possibilities to basic categorial grammar. Such moves can be seen as leading to the logical framework that had already been presented by Joachim Lambek in 1958. This system, the Lambek calculus, forms the basis on which the current volume builds.
